
Antiipatory Behavior: Exploiting KnowledgeAbout the Future to Improve Current BehaviorMartin V. Butz2;3, Olivier Sigaud1, and Pierre G�erard11 AnimatLab, Universit�e de Paris VI, Paris, Franefolivier.sigaud,pierre.gerardg�lip6.fr2 Department of Cognitive Psyhology, University of W�urzburg, Germanybutz�psyhologie.uni-wuerzburg.de3 Illinois Geneti Algorithms Laboratory (IlliGAL),University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL, USAAbstrat. This hapter is meant to give a onise introdution to thetopi of this book. The study of antiipatory behavior is referring tobehavior that is dependent on preditions, expetations, or beliefs aboutfuture states. Hereby, behavior inludes atual deision making, internaldeision making, internal preparatory mehanisms, as well as learning.Despite several reent theoretial approahes on this topi, until nowit remains unlear in whih situations antiipatory behavior is usefulor even mandatory to ahieve ompetent behavior in adaptive learningsystems. This book provides a olletion of artiles that investigate thesequestions. We provide an overview for all artiles relating them to eahother and highlighting their signi�ane to antiipatory behavior researhin general.1 IntrodutionIntuitively, antiipations are an important and interesting onept. Lookingahead and ating aording to our preditions, expetations, and aims seemshelpful in many irumstanes. For example, we say that we are in antiipation,we are looking forward to events, we at goal-oriented, we prepare or get readyfor expeted events, et.Several reent theoretial approahes have been put forward in an attemptto understand and formalize antiipatory mehanisms. Despite these importantapproahes, though, it is still hardly understood why antiipatory mehanismsare neessary, bene�ial, or even mandatory in our world. Therefore, this bookaddresses the following questions:{ When and in whih irumstanes are antiipations bene�ial for behaviorand life?{ Whih types of antiipatory behavior are important to distinguish?{ Whih environmental properties or rather whih fundamental harateristisof our environment make whih types of antiipatory proesses useful?{ How an the di�erent antiipatory proesses be modeled and implementedin arti�ial adaptive systems?



Over the last few deades, experimental psyhology researh graduallystarted to aept the notion of antiipations beginning with Tolman's sugges-tion of \expetanies" [29, 30℄ due to his observation of latent learning in rats(learning of environmental struture despite the absene of reinforement). Morereently an outome devaluation proedure [1, 9, 19℄ has been employed that pro-vides de�nite evidene for antiipatory behavior in animals. Even more reently,ognitive psyhology provides further evidene of distint antiipatory meha-nisms in, e.g., learning [14, 15℄, attentional proessing [18℄, or objet reognitiontasks [22℄.In theoretial biology [20, 21℄ and physis [21, 10℄ antiipations have beensuggested to ontribute to the essene of omplexity and life itself as well as tothe stabilization of haoti ontrol proesses. Robert Rosen puts forward one ofthe �rst de�nitions of an antiipatory system:[...℄ a system ontaining a preditive model of itself and/or of itsenvironment, whih allows it to hange state at an instant in aordwith the model's preditions pertaining to a later instant.[20, p.339℄In Rosen's de�nition a system might be any entity in an environment, suh asan animal, a human, or any other living being as well as inanimate physialentities suh as mahines, robots, or even weather systems. A preditive modelis a model that provides information about the possible future state(s) of theenvironment and/or the system. The system beomes an antiipatory one whenit has suh a model and when it uses the model to hange behavior aordingto the preditions in this model. For Rosen, antiipation is the fundamentalingredient to distinguish living from non-living systems.Several reent attempts have been made in arti�ial intelligene to integrateantiipatory mehanisms into arti�ial learning systems in the framework ofreinforement learning [27, 16℄, learning lassi�er systems (as online generaliz-ing reinforement learners) and related systems [24, 4, 12, 31℄, as well as neuralnetworks [8, 11, 28, 2℄. So far, researh in arti�ial intelligene has inluded anti-ipatory mehanisms wrapped in model learning systems suh as the model-basedreinforement learning approah. Antiipatory proesses were never analyzed ontheir own.This book suggests the investigation of the harateristi properties and en-haned apabilities of antiipatory behavior in a distint framework. We are in-terested in when antiipatory behavior is useful, whih environmental propertiesenable e�etive antiipatory behavior, what types of antiipatory behavior anbe distinguished, and what are the distint behavioral impats of antiipatorybehavior proessing. This introdution takes a general approah to these ques-tions larifying what we mean by antiipatory behavior and related questions.More onrete treatments of the questions, as well as �rst implementations andappliation studies of antiipatory behavioral adaptive learning systems, an befound in the suessive artiles. The provided overview to eah artile is meantto give guidane to the reader and relate the artiles to the big piture of anti-ipatory behavior put forward herein.



2 What is Antiipatory Behavior?Without a oneptual understanding of what antiipatory behavior is referringto, sienti� progress towards more elaborate and ompetent antiipatory behav-ior systems is impeded. The term \antiipation" is often understood as a syn-onym for predition or expetation|the simple at of prediting the future orexpeting a future event or imagining a future state or event. Merriam-Websteronline provides the following de�nitions for antiipation [17℄:1. a) a prior ation that takes into aount or forestalls a later ationb) the at of looking forward; espeially : pleasurable expetation2. the use of money before it is available3. a) visualization of a future event or stateb) an objet or form that antiipates a later type4. the early sounding of one or more tones of a sueeding hord toform a temporary dissonaneThese de�nitions stress the look into the future rather than the atual e�et ofthis look. The verb de�nition stresses the e�et of the look into the future muhmore: [17℄:transitive senses1. to give advane thought, disussion, or treatment to2. to meet (an obligation) before a due date3. to foresee and deal with in advane : FORESTALL4. to use or expend in advane of atual possession5. to at before (another) often so as to hek or ounter6. to look forward to as ertain : EXPECTintransitive senses{ to speak or write in knowledge or expetation of later matterIn the understanding of this book, antiipation is really about the impat of apredition or expetation on urrent behavior. Thus, antiipation means morethan a simple lookahead into the future. The important harateristi of an-tiipation that is often overlooked or misunderstood is the impat of the lookinto the future on atual behavior. We do not only predit the future or ex-pet a future event but we alter our behavior|or our behavioral biases andpredispositions|aording to this predition or expetation. To make this fun-damental harateristi of \antiipation" lear, we deided to all this book\Antiipatory Behavior in Adaptive Learning Systems" and not merely \Anti-ipations in Adaptive Learning Systems". To be even more onrete we de�neantiipatory behavior as follows:Antiipatory Behavior: A proess, or behavior, that does not only de-pend on past and present but also on preditions, expetations, or beliefsabout the future.



The de�nition is kept fairly general not only to give the reader a feel of whatthis book is onerned with but also to immediately raise questions and pointout the need for further distintions.In fat, any \intelligent" proess an be understood as exhibiting some sortof antiipatory behavior in that the proess, by its mere existene, preditsthat it will work well in the future. This impliit antiipatory behavior anbe distinguished from expliit antiipatory behavior in whih urrent expliitfuture knowledge is inorporated in some behavioral proess.To give more intuitive understanding of the onept of antiipation we endthis setion with a great intuitive example, derived from Sj�olander [23℄, thatdistinguishes di�erent levels of antiipatory behavior and their resulting impats.The example addresses the di�erene in the hunting habits of snakes and dogs.Essentially, a snake is not able to predit future movement of its prey. If the preydisappears, the snake's hunting behavior remains 'ativated' meaning that it mayatively start searhing for the prey. However, it does not searh for the preywhere it should be by now but searhes at the spot where the prey was sensedlast. On the other hand, a dog hunting a hare (or rabbit) does not need to sensethe hare ontinuously. If the hare, for example, disappears behind a bush the dogpredits the future loation of the hare by antiipating where it is going to turnup next and ontinues its hunt in this diretion. This behavior learly indiatesthat the dog employs some kind of preditive model of the behavior of the hareprediting the movement of the hare and adapting its behavior aordingly.The snake, on the other hand, does not exhibit any preditive apabilities andonsequently does not have a preditive model of the prey that it an employ.Thus, the best thing to do for the snake is to searh for the prey where it wassensed last|in (impliit) antiipation to re-sense the prey and eventually athit.3 Overview of the BookThe book basially starts from the general and ends with the very onrete. First,philosophial onsiderations of and reetions on antiipations outline the om-plexity of the topi. Next, psyhologial observations of antiipatory behaviorare provided whih lead to early theories on antiipatory behavior harateristisand properties of antiipatory behavior systems. The following setion regarding\Formulations, Distintions, and Charateristis" develops several mathemati-al and omputational frameworks of antiipatory behavior. Finally, \Systems,Evaluations, and Appliations" investigates and develops onrete systems, elab-orates on their behavior, and disusses their potentials. The following paragraphsintrodue the ontributions in somewhat further detail.3.1 Philosophial ConsiderationsSeeing our intuitive belief that antiipatory behavior is present in many forms, itis important to investigate the impats of antiipation on ognition and behav-ior. Why is antiipatory behavior useful in our world? Whih are the ognitiveonsequenes of antiipatory behavior?



This question reahes far bak into history and is related to many interestingonsiderations. The philosophial part of this book provides important thoughtson the impat of antiipatory behavior. The interested reader is also referred toErnst von Glasersfeld's thoughts on antiipations [13℄.Riegler addresses the questions raised by the distintions between impliitand expliit antiipations used in this book from a onstrutivist standpoint.He �rst stresses the importane of antiipations in our ognitive abilities andin our ulture, before arguing that unonsious proesses are playing a funda-mental role in our antiipatory apabilities. Then, from a detailed expositionof the philosophial ontroversy raised by Libet's ideas on the so-alled "readi-ness potential" and its impliation on the possibility of free will, he onludes�rst that expliit antiipations annot be equated with the kind of antiipationsthat a onsious subjet atually feels and seond that antiipations an only"analize" our future ognitive proesses at a level whih is inaessible to thesubjet.Nadin takes a rather di�erent stane on antiipation by regarding guessing,expetation, predition, and planning as a ounter-distintion to antiipation. Heargues that antiipatory behavior an only be onsidered in onjuntion withreative behavior. Further, sine antiipation is not reduible to deterministisequenes it is possible to improve preditions and foreasts but it is impossibleto aurately predit the future aording to past and present.3.2 From Cognitive Psyhology to Cognitive SystemsAfter omprehending what antiipatory behavior means and why antiipatorybehavior an exist in our world, we want to know when and where antiipatorybehavior is useful. That is, whih environmental properties give rise to bene�ialantiipatory behavior?To approah these questions it is helpful to look at manifestations of antii-patory behavior in real life as well as experimental investigations that show theusefulness of antiipatory behavior in experimental and theoretial senarios.The psyhologial setion of this book provides many insights in how antiipa-tory behavior was (re-)disovered by psyhology and how it is experimentallyassessed in animal and human behavior. Moreover, two psyhologial-based an-tiipatory behavior models are derived.Ho�mann stresses the impat of antiipations on behavioral exeution andlearning. Similar thoughts had been put forward already in the 19th entury inthe ideomotor priniple but were then negleted by the behaviorist movementin the early 20th entury. His theory of antiipatory behavioral ontrol empha-sizes the primay of ation-e�et relations and the seondary onditioning onimportant ontextual information. Behavior is triggered by a representation ofits behavioral onsequenes, making it inherently antiipatory. The proposedmehanisms are supported by a large variety of experimental investigations. A�rst implementation of the antiipatory behavior ontrol theory was realized inthe antiipatory lassi�er system [24{26℄.



Witkowski distinguishes four psyhologial learning theories, integratingthem into a dynami expetany model of behavior. The model distinguishes be-tween four essential apabilities of antiipatory animats: (1) ation independentfuture preditions; (2) ation dependent future preditions; (3) reinforement in-dependent ation ranking; and (4) guided strutural learning by deteting unpre-dited events (that is, biased learning of a preditive model). Five rules are putforward that guide the generation of preditions and the predition-dependentation exeution. The implementation of the framework in the SRS-E systemshows many interesting behavioral properties.3.3 Formulations, Distintions, and CharateristisNext, further frameworks of antiipatory behavior are put forward. In \InternalModels and Antiipations in Adaptive Learning Systems" we postulate furtherdistintions of antiipatory behavior suggesting (1) impliitly antiipatory be-havior, in whih preditions are only done impliitly in the ontrol struture, (2)payo� antiipatory behavior, whih ompares expeted payo� before ation exe-ution, (3) sensory antiipatory behavior, whih alters sensory proessing due topreditions, expetations, and/or intentions, and (4) state antiipatory behavior,in whih the behavioral omponent is biased expliitly on future preditions, ex-petations, and/or intentions. Examples of all types are provided in a literaturereview on previous adaptive learning systems.Dubois develops a mathematial theory of strong and weak antiipations.He de�nes a strong antiipatory system as a system whose preditive model isessentially represented by itself, whereas a weak antiipatory system is a systemin whih the model is an approximation of the system. Furthermore, he dis-tinguishes between inursive and hyperinursive ontrol. While hyperinursionallows the mathematial formulation of multiple possible outome senarios, in-ursive ontrol results in system stabilization muh like model preditive ontrol[7℄ but in a more fundamental way.Bozinovski skethes a framework of personality based on antiipatory be-havior. He addresses the questions of what motivation and what emotion arein an antiipatory system. Motivations for antiipatory behavior are harater-ized by the antiipation of future emotional onsequenes. Thus, emotions areseen as the internal reinforement mehanisms that shapes motivational drivenbehavior. This is a somewhat ontroversial but interesting view. In fat, otherresearhes proposed rather the opposite in that emotions are designed to inu-ene urrent ativity seletion by, for example, shaping urrent motivations inan impliitly antiipatory fashion [5, 6℄. Further thoughts and elaborations onthis matter are neessary.Davidsson introdues the onept of preventive state antiipation. In thisform of antiipation the agent ontinuously predits future states. Behavior isaltered only if a future state is undesirable. Experimental investigations show theeÆieny of the simplest form of preventive state antiipation (i.e. linear antii-pation) in a single agent world, ooperative multi-agent world, and a ompetitivemulti-agent world.



Tani puts forward the dynamial systems perspetive in terms of antiipa-tory behavior. He suggests that dynamial systems an prevent the urse ofre-representation in the preditive model by learning an impliit dynami rep-resentation of the world in the form of a reurrent neural network. Tani showsthat the dynami preditive model an be used eÆiently to predit future states,even onquering the problem of non-Markov states. He explains that the dynamirepresentations form fratal attrators where eah attrator represents a possiblestate, whereas the fratal struture of eah attrator provides information aboutthe past.3.4 Systems, Evaluations, and AppliationsWith several onepts of the harateristis of antiipatory behavior and themost important distintions in mind, this setion looks at atual studies of an-tiipatory behavior in several frameworks inluding neural network systems, evo-lutionary omputation models, as well as rule-based approahes. Useful hara-teristis of antiipatory behavior are identi�ed. First appliations are suggested.Baldassarre introdues feed-forward neural net planners and reinforement-learning based planners. The system an be regarded as a neural net exten-sion of Sutton's Dyna-PI model [27℄ with additional goal representations (the\mather") and goal dependent planning algorithms. Reative and antiipatorybehavior are integrated in one framework hoosing either one aording to ur-rent on�dene measures. This on�dene measure reets the animat's belief inits own preditions and results in a ontrolled \thinking before ating". The pa-per highlights the noise-robust stability of the resulting preditive ANN. Forwardand bakward planning are applied.Fleisher, Marsland, and Shapiro introdue a landmark detetion meh-anism that is based on antiipatory behavior, partiularly sensory antiipatorybehavior. The antiipatory landmark detetion mehanism is shown to learlyoutperform pure stimulus-based landmark detetion. Moreover, it is shown thatthe established landmark ategories improve behavior when used in a goal-oriented route-following task, pointing out the importane of eÆient learningand representation of a preditive environmental model.H�ulse, Zahedi, and Pasemann base their investigation on an evolvedminimal reurrent ontroller. They form maro-ation maps to represent theenountered environment exploiting the struture of the reurrent ontroller.Although the disretization approah departs from Tani's dynamial system per-spetive, interesting behavior patterns are realized suh as exploration, homing,and navigation behavior. Although no truly antiipatory behavior is shown, thedisretization approah seems to have great antiipatory behavior potential.Laaksolahti and Boman provide an interesting appliation senarioproposing the antiipatory guidane of plot. As antiipations an be seen asstabilization mehanisms as well as guidane down an inevitable path, it is onlynatural that this property may be extended to plot guidane in an interativenarrative senario. In its wider sense, the idea of plot guidane is derived fromDavidsson's idea of preventive state antiipation.



Edmonds investigates the usefulness of preditive information in an arti-�ial stok market senario. Both the preditive system as well as the tradingsystem are learned by the means of geneti programming methods. The exten-sive experimental analysis provides an unlear piture of whih senarios atuallybene�t from preditive knowledge. As expeted, though, preditive knowledge isnot suÆient by itself to improve behavior. The study strongly points out theneed for further strutured investigations of when, where, and how antiipatorybehavior is bene�ial.Butz and Goldberg enhane the antiipatory lassi�er system ACS2 withfurther state-antiipatory mehanisms. The paper addresses the online general-ization of state values while learning a preditive model. State values reet theutility of reahing a state given a urrent problem (in the form of a partiallyobservable Markov deision proess (POMDP)). For ungeneralized states, thevalues are idential to values that an be determined by the dynami program-ming algorithm approximating the Bellman equation [3℄. The resulting system,XACS, implements a preditive model learning module and a separate reinfore-ment learning module generalizing the representations of both modules online.Behavior is state-antiipatory in that future preditions and the values of thosepredited states determine atual behavior. The interation of multiple rein-forement modules is suggested, allowing for the design of a motivational oreven emotional system .4 ConlusionsAlthough the onept of antiipatory behavior has been appreiated over manydeades, expliit researh on antiipatory behavior began only reently. Thisbook provides philosophial onsiderations, psyhologial manifestations, formaland oneptual foundations, and �rst investigations and appliations of antii-patory mehanisms. Advantages, as well as possible drawbaks, of antiipatorybehavior are revealed. Although none of the questions addressed in this bookare answered ompletely at this point, the large variety of senarios and exam-ples presented herein are an important step towards a proper understanding andutilization of antiipatory mehanisms.Antiipatory behavior appears useful in many situations allowing for previ-ously impossible behavioral patterns. First, antiipatory proesses an stabilizebehavioral exeution. Seond, antiipations may guide, or analize, behavioralow. Third, antiipatory mehanisms an bias attentional proesses enablinggoal-direted fous and faster reativity. Fourth, antiipatory behavior may re-sult in advantages in hunting and other ompetitive senarios. Fifth, antiipatorybehavior may result in faster adaptivity in dynami environments by the meansof internal reetion and planning. Sixth, ooperative behavior may be improvedand suboptimal behavior may be overome by preventive state antiipatory be-havior. Finally, antiipatory behavior appears to be an important prerequisitefor soial interation.In onlusion, antiipatory mehanisms an be bene�ial in many di�erentareas and in many di�erent forms. Despite this strong diversity, the basi onept
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